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DigitalRez, a Canadian software company based out of Sicamous, British Columbia, is pleased to
announce that they have released a software update for their popular RezExpert software system.
RezExpert is designed to serve as a comprehensive reservation and property management system
that is suitable for a wide range of business verticals. The full details about the new update and all the
changes it brings can be found at the following link: RezExpert Update.
The RezExpert software has been developed from scratch by DigitalRez, using the latest web and
security protocols, to allow business owners to manage reservation and property management
functions for multiple types of businesses, including hotels, campgrounds, B&B's, marinas, condos,
multi-resort networks and more.
Kevin Hall, a representative for DigitalRez and RezExpert says, “Our system is the most feature-rich
reservation management system you could use. We built it from the ground up to include rich,
dynamic interfaces that can satisfy some of the most complex business requirements, such as
managed communities, resort networks, and owner revenue sharing properties. If you have more
than one business that needs reservation or property management services, we allow you to make
sensible low cost, low risk buying decisions—there are no long term contracts to hold you down and
you have full access to free demonstrations of what RezExpert can do for you.?”
The RezExpert platform is designed to address a wide variety of needs with exacting detail. It can
account for factors such as length and width sensitive units, multiple vehicle types, yield
management, channel connections, unique lodge and experience packaging ideal for tours, rentals,
golf tee times, and more. “The best part,” adds Hall, “is the fact that you can always fine-tune the
software further by picking and choosing from the wide number of modules we have on offer.”
RezExpert offers a variety of modules that can give the platform added functionality in maintenance,
ticketing, promo codes, reputation management, dynamic rates, credit card processing, timeshare
management, automated emails, and more. By picking the right modules, RezExpert users can
further customize the software to ensure that it fits their needs. DigitalRez has also released a Mobile
App, RezExpert eGuestConnect, which provides a fully branded app for the users’ businesses for a
fraction of the cost of an app of this nature would usually merit. More information about the modules
and the mobile app can be found on the RezExpert Website.
DigitalRez products have left a positive impression on their users, who have nothing but praise for the
company and its services. Carl Schmidt II says, “Well, I will have to say that I have been using Digital
Rez for many years and have never been disappointed in the service that they have provided. Even
with the new update and software, they continue to do an amazing job and always takes care of
whatever is needed on my end.Thank you all so much for doing a wonderful job and keeping our
reservation at the top!”

In another review, Smith Pleasant Valley Campground says, “Blaine is so helpful. After three years,
we decided to move to the online system. Blaine took his time and made sure that every question I
had was answered. He was so kind, calm, and helpful as I stumbled my way through the process!
Highly recommend DigitalRez and their fantastic customer service! Been using their software since
2002!”
Meanwhile, Vicki Edmonds shares her experience with DigitalRez and RezExpert saying, “This
system is just what we were looking for; the system itself does everything we need it to do and more.
The support is incredible; they are there for you at any time to help. I would recommend this system
to anyone. You can't go wrong with Rez.”
Those who want to learn more about DigitalRez or the variety of products and services the company
provides, including RezExpert, the new update, or any one of the available modules, can find more
information on the company’s website. Interested parties are also encouraged to get in touch with
Kevin Hall for further details. DigitalRez also maintains a presence on Facebook, where they post
updates, share information, and communicate with their clients.
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